CND UV LAMP
IMPORTANT REMINDERS

1. REMOVING THE LAMP COVER.

1. Place lamp with one side facing you. Hold lamp base firmly with one hand, placing the other hand on the removable cover, with one or two fingers inside for leverage. Firmly pull forward on the cover – and slightly towards you, until it pops free.

2. Pull lamp cover up and forward to remove completely.

2. REPLACING BULBS.

Firmly pull on each bulb to remove from its socket. Insert new bulbs by firmly pushing the end into each socket, ensuring it snaps all the way in. Gently replace the cover and reset the Bulb Life Timer indicator (see below).

3. REMOVE ALL BLUE FILM.

Before using your CND UV Lamp for the first time, remove all blue film from inside the lamp. Remove the Lamp Cover. Lift up the Hand Tray and remove. Remove blue film from inside Lamp Cover, under Hand Tray and all inner areas. Replace Hand Tray and Lamp Cover.

4. DON’T LET YOUR BULBS RUN DOWN!

To avoid interruption of your CND Shellac™ or Brisa™ Gel services, make sure you regularly check the time remaining on your lamp bulbs. Not doing so could result in your lamp shutting off during a service! Paying attention to bulb usage will ensure your lamp continues to provide optimum output to cure your Shellac and Brisa products completely.

CHECKING BULB LIFE USAGE
Press the BULB RESET button briefly at any time to display the number of bulb life hours remaining. The timer counts down from 100 hours to zero. All four bulbs should be replaced at the same time.

REPLACING BULBS
Remove lamp cover and replace all four bulbs at the same time.

RESETTING BULB LIFE TIMER
After replacing all four bulbs, press the BULB RESET button until the indicator starts flashing. Continue to press and hold until you hear 3 beeps and the number is reset to 100. This indicates the number of hours remaining on the bulbs.

Scan and watch the “CND IN MINUTES” Lamp Set-Up video. Or go to cnd.com/education/videos for complete information on using the CND UV Lamp.